Purpose: To discuss key issues covered in recent webinars and advance improved communications among various actors in our space.

Agenda:

1:45 Zoom opens

2:00 Brief introductions, agenda review, Rules of the Sea (CBI)

2:10 Reviewing Items from Previous learning Webinars
- Follow-up from USCG and next steps, if any, on navigation aids
- Are there any actions or joint work to do from the introduction to G&G surveys and Cabling we want to pursue together?

2:20 Communications Roles and Responsibilities
- Summary presentation of Comms Document from RODA
- Questions and comments
- Rapid zoom poll on key communication topics
- Individual Discussion of each
- Next steps

3:05 Idea: Vessel Compliance Application for Developer HSSE (health, safety, security & environment) Representatives
- Introduction of Platform, Tom Dameron
- Discussions

3:25 Idea: Fishermen’s Gateway to Offshore Wind
- Introduction of Idea, Annie Hawkins
- Discussion about obtaining input, Stove Boat

3:55 Next Steps
- Update on WG early January meeting to review proposal from WG on 2021 JTF Scope, Budget, and Activities
- Future topics and timing

4:00 Adjourn